
PlatinumO2 Token

About Us
PlatinumO2 Token is the official Crypto asset which funds the growth and development of 

the worlds first Portable Mining Devices.

Uses 80% Less Energy
MMP Technologies strip down the complexities of cryptocurrency 
mining in such a way that traditional mining practices may very well 
be abandoned all together for a more efficient method which uses 
80% less energy while distributing the wealth equitably vs, 
exclusivity. 

Why Create a New Mining Device

What if we could re-engineer the fundamental way cryptocurrencies are 

mined and distributed through a truly decentralized network of micro 

miners while simultaneously breaking the monopoly of whale positions 

throughout the cryptocurrency ecosystems?

The balance of entry by micro miners is a practical solution in which 

anyone who chooses to own bitcoin can do so with ease and abundant 

access to cryptocurrency assets real time.

https://platinumo2.gitbook.io/docs/ platinumo2.comContact Info:
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Guided by the need for decentralization
What if we could re-engineer the fundamental way 
cryptocurrencies are mined and distributed 
through a truly decentralized network of micro 
miners while simultaneously breaking the 
monopoly of whale positions throughout the 
cryptocurrency ecosystems?

The balance of entry by micro miners is a practical 
solution in which anyone who chooses to own 
bitcoin can do so with ease and abundant access to 
cryptocurrency assets real time.

Benefits

Imagine micro miners that enable users' full access 
to tools never considered as viable, but more 
importantly allow for wealth re-distribution which 
does not require taking from any source to then be 
given to another. A system which creates so much 
value for participants, that lives are transformed in 
a relatively short time span on so many levels in 
one’s life.

Contact Info: https://platinumo2.gitbook.io/docs/ platinumo2.com
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Featured Products

MMP Commercial 
Models are for 

extra power use

MMP Industrial
Models are for 

maximum power 
Applications

MMP CX 
Consumer Model

MMP Pro 
Commercial Model

MMP XMP
Industrial Model

Consumer Models 
are fully Portable
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PlatinumO2 Announces Upcoming 
MMP Mining Purchase for 
PlatinumO2 Crypto Tokens
Micro mining ability to generate passive income, recurring income in both fiat and crypto.

There are many non-obvious advantages to micro mining of cryptocurrencies such as:

o Extra income to pay all monthly expenses for users 
o Savings can now be established
o Investments can now be allocated
o Better credit ratings can now be maintained
o Homes can now be purchased and maintained for each generation
o New businesses can now be financed
o Companies can now post higher earnings which were once in the red
o Cash Flow Positive Status for startups
o Sustainable growth
o Reduction in crimes
o Reduction in welfare
o Reduction in defaults
o Better funding of charitable organizations
o Less need for government spending
o Encourages more entrepreneurs to innovate technologies that reduce human labor
o Cleaning up the ecology
o Recycling Profitably
o Creating opportunities worldwide for innovation towards rapid economic growth
o PlatinumO2 the official token of MMP mining devices will go from proof of stake to proof of work 

using the Litecoin protocol of 500 mil tokens in the near future for MMP mining devices only
o Eliminates the need for abandoning proof of work based on the energy consumption problem
o Contributes to a sustainable crypto eco system
o More and more people and companies will choose to become micro miners via MMP Technologies
o High level encryption security protocol to protect crypto assets from theft or hacking 



Crypto Token

The PlatinumO2

Increase Health & Wealth for the millions worldwide

About PlatinumO2

Create Account
Set up your PlatinumO2 

account and enjoy its 
benefits in four simple

Wallet
Download your 

PlatinumO2 Wallet
Watch This Wallet Tutorial

Select Coins
Choose how many 
Tokens to purchase

Secure Your Tokens
Setup Two Way 

Authentication Security

Contact Info:

MMP mining technologies and developments clearly understands the importance of solving the proof of work 
problems associated with the enormous amounts of energy required to mine Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, and 
other minable coins and tokens, therefore the introduction of MMP mining technologies are designed and created 
to address the fundamental challenges of proof of work energy consumption.

The reason for this endeavor has many advantages, let us now explore them.

 PlatinumO2 Token will go from POS to POW which can only be mined through MMP devices
 PlatinumO2 Tokens will never be manipulated or controlled by outside players
 PlatinumO2 Tokens will be convertible to other Cryptocurrencies and tokens
 Actual users of the MMP Technology will reap the rewards
 PlatinumO2 Token Assets will be non-taxable
 MMP Tech and PlatinumO2 emerging Ecosystem comprising four cashflow integrated systems, including related 

features of the technology exceeds the norm
 PlatinumO2 Tokens will not be vulnerable to rug pulls or decreased value through market manipulation 
 MMP Tech and PlatinumO2 Tokens global appeal will accelerate rapid participation
 MMP Tech and PlatinumO2 Tokens will facilitate new opportunities for self-employment
 MMP Tech and PlatinumO2 Tokens represent alternatives forms of revenue, cashflow, and income for governments 

and entire industries

The products and services which will emanate from this new and practical solution for (POW) mining serves the entire crypto 
blockchain industry as a whole.
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Importance
The value of cryptocurrencies in the future are undeniably important as many nations are adopting 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other cryptocurrencies into their national monetary 
policies.
However, many of these nations are developing nations, many of which cannot mine cryptocurrencies 
to scale as developed nations have achieved, and with each passing year the difficulty rate within the 
mining algorithm increases, thus requiring greater amounts of electrical energy output to maintain a 
steady supply of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

The unbalanced equation for developing nations seeking to fully integrate cryptocurrencies into their 
national economies are searching for solutions to level the cryptocurrency acquisition landscape.

Mission
Cryptocurrencies were created with the intention of sharing wealth in the digital world for all 

participants without greed or exclusiveness, we are currently witnessing greed and exclusivity 

throughout the entire crypto space, and without a comprehensive yet affordable solution to the 

enormous wealth gaps that exist globally, the wealthy will acquire more wealth in a few hands which 

will eventually create absolute hatred of both governments and the wealthy.

Benefits
The solution is micro mining, within this technology embodies the principle of true equity earned and 

not given. The time is now to introduce this technology to the world in the midst of rapidly changing 

from the old world to the new.



General Questions

PlatinumO2 tokens can be used in many ways, for instance when you stake PlatinumO2 tokens You will earn a floating 

percentage of tokens weekly. These tokens will increase in value through a number structural factors such as global market 

share of VK Platinum products, exchange listings, Global botanical network, including a half dozen of economic initiatives.

What can I use PlatinumO2 tokens for?

Yes, PlatinumO2 tokens are created to equalize VK Platinum Products and projects involving the DNA nutrition project, 

Organic Botanically Wild Plant Production, African Indigenous undiscovered super foods as well as South American Botanical 

treasures having the highest nutritional density on the earth. Within the PlatinumO2 token structure, there are over nine 

options to increase your PlatinumO2 Tokens value (download and read the PtO2 White Paper)

Can I Stake PlatinumO2 Tokens Profitably?

The PlatinumO2 token will begin the tedious process of getting the token listed on the essential platforms such as Binance, 

Kraken, Crypto.com, Gemini, Gate.io, and Kucoin.

Will PlatinumO2 Token be listed on Exchanges?

MMP Technologies strip down the complexities of cryptocurrency mining in such a way that traditional mining practices 

may very well be abandoned all together for a more efficient method which uses 80% less energy while distributing the 

wealth equitably vs, exclusivity. This initiative will both increase the value of PlatinumO2 Tokens, while distributing the 

technology globally.

How will PlatinumO2 Tokens increase in Value?

PlatinumO2 tokens will be convertible to other cryptocurrencies using various exchanges In which Platinum02 tokens are listed

Will I be able to convert PlatinumO2 Tokens to other 
Cryptos?



Social Media Links

Social Media

https://platinumo2.com/ www.flickr.com/photos/

/drive.google.com/file/d/1tlXGuQN

Video Links

https://www.flickr.com/p

hotos/191457987@N04/

/https://www.facebook.com/

PlatinumO2

https://www.youtube.com/channel

/UCChEDarRHhnzsuFbnFS4wiQ
/@platinumvk

/Tony Drake 779 /platinumvk9

/Platinumvk https://www.linkedin.com/in/platinu

m-o2-832228202/

/Platinumvk https://twitter.com/platinumvk9

https://web.facebook.com/Platinumvk/videos/281121810101028/
https://web.facebook.com/Platinumvk/videos/281121810101028/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/191457987@N04/51416330225/in/dateposted-public/
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